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Student loans soar,
grads bogged down
with record debt
By H.jth.r Lind.r

"It's not bad

EdItor-in-Chtef

debt. It's an
When Michael Lee graduates
from the University next May,
he will take $45,000 in student
loans with him.
The junior dance major expects
to be paying off his debt for the next
25 to 50 years.
Originally from Beaverton, Ore.,
Lee has been solely responsible for
financing his education, including
his out-of-state tuition costs.
When selecting a college, prices
were on his mind, but Lee's top priority was finding a school with his
areas of interest — dance, business
and fine arts.
Lee's financial situation is
not unique.
In 2009, 77 percent of University
undergraduates finished school
with both a degree and thousands
of dollars in debt, according to the
Project on Student Debt. The average debt for University students was
$28,542, the highest for any fouryear public institution in the state.
For the first time nationally,
outstanding student loans, which
totaled $830 billion in 2010, surpassed credit card debt, according
to FastWeb and FinAid Publisher

investment in
your future."
Patricia Donnelly | Manager

Mark Kantrowitz. Experts predict
federal student loans will exceed
$100 billion by the end of the year.
Still, Lee said he isn't too worried
about his finances.
"To be honest, most of the time
I don't think about them," he
said. "It's only when my mother
calls and tells me I can't pay for
college I'm reminded how much
1 owe in loans.''
The recent financial crisis has
inspired doubt in the minds of
many as to whether or not national
spending is getting out of hand, but
Patricia Donnelly, program manager for Student Money Management,
isn't convinced the rise of education-related debt is dangerous.
"It's not bad debt," she said. "It's
an investment in your future."
Though students typically must
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LOOSEN UP: Scaling in the calming fragrance and relaxing atmosphere, junior Ashley Mann receives a massage from
licensed massage therapist Katie Michaels Michaels represents Serenity Spa S Tanning, located on East Wooster Street

are you under

See LOANS | Page 2

Students de-stress with free massages in the Union on Monday

IN OR OUT? I PART 2 OF 2
Each semester, optional fees are automatically added to University students' bills. For those who
don't opt out of the charges, what exactly are they paying for? And is it worth it to pay?
BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

Optional Student Green Initiative Fund
supports students' eco-friendly projects

FRAMEWORK: Students, faculty and staff were given a formal tour of The Oaks Dining Hall on
April 5. The 29.885-square foot building will be completed in Jury, one month ahead of schedule

New dining hall designed
with environment in mind
By Gnotf Burnt
Reporter

The new McDonald Dining Hall,
recently named The Oaks, will
be a large upgrade from other
dining halls — and it will also be
more green.
The Oaks' features will make
it more environmentally friendly,
according to Dining Services.
"The roof is going to be white
in order to reflect solar heat
rather than absorb it like traditional black roofs," said Project
Architect Marc Brunner. "It also
reduces the building's heat load
in the summer, making it less
expensive to cool."
The building's roof will collect rainwater to be reused for
flushing the toilets and urinals,
Brunner said.
"This will reduce the amount
of storm water runoff the city's
storm water system has to handle," he said.

Mike Paulus, director of
Dining Services, views going
green as a duty of Dining
Services and a way to make the
environment healthier.
"We are going to take fryer oil
and convert it into bio fuel for
the truck in the budget for this
building, causing us to never
spend another dime for gas
again," said Paulus.
The Oaks is also using recycled
barn wood for tables, cabinets,
floors and walls. Tables will feature the name of the barn, so
people know exactly where it
came from, Paulus said.
The environmentally friendly
aspects will not only save money
in the building's lifespan, but also
in each student's tuition costs.
"It's really a commitment to
lowering our carbon footprint
and becoming a better citizen in

CAMPUS

See DINING | Page 2

By Hinrwh Sparliny

has to do is opt out by unchecking called "Leave No Trace" for firsta box on his bill. Those who want year students and an electrical car
to support the fund don't have to for BG Motorsports. But much of it,
$160,000 worth, is still waiting to be
At the University, there is about do anything.
Hennessy said participation in spoken for.
$160,000 just waiting to be claimed.
Reise Sample, a 2010 University
The money belongs to the Student the fund has been fairly consisGreen Initiative Fund, and is up for tent each semester, with approx- graduate, is trying to get her hands
grabs for any University student imately 73 percent of students on a piece of the money. Sample,
along with current University
paying the fee.
with a green project idea.
In fall of 2010, the latest date students, is trying to launch the
The fund was created in spring
2010 by a group of students who for which numbers are available, Window Box Project. Participants
wanted to make the University the University had a total enroll- in the Window Box Project are
more environmentally friendly, ment of 20,222, according to its given a planting box and seeds to
said Nick Hennessy, sustainabil- website. If 73 percent of those grow vegetables. Then, once the
ity coordinator at the University. students, or 14,762, chose to pay vegetables are harvested, the plan
The school wasn't lacking or fall- the green-initiative fee, the fund is to hold market days where projing behind in green areas, he would have generated $73,810.30 ect participants can trade produce.
The project is meant to build
said, but the fund was a way for the semester.
Enrollment at the University community and teach people
to make students more environfluctuates a little every year, and about sustainable agriculture,
mentally aware.
"I think the thought was, 'Let's I Iennessy said he didn't have exact Sample said.
"There's also this challenge to
get students involved in this pro- numbers for howmuch the fund has
cess, if they want to be,'" he said. raised, but nowin its third semester the way we do economy," she
"'Let's try and connect them to with a 73 percent participation rate, said. "You know, we're asking
that so they'll take some own- the fund should have generated a people to barter."
When the Window Box Exchange
ership in the University from a little more than $220,000.
Some of that $220,000 has been was first proposed, about 120
green standpoint."
To support the fund, a $5 optional dished out for projects such as people said they were interested.
fee is added to the bills of University energy-efficient cardio equipSee GREEN | Page 2
students each semester. If a student ment for the Student Recreation
doesn't want to pay, all he or she Center, an educational program
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What's your favorite way to de-stress?

Sorority hosts Fuzzie Football

See featured Falcon Screeches

BG rugby edges past Toledo

Alpha Xi Delta sorority organized

Check out The BG News Falcon Screech,

The BG rubgy team picked up another victory

and participated In a game of Fuzzie

where students rant about pedestrians, the

this past weekend, defeating Toledo's Division II

SHAQUIU SMITH
Freshman. Nursing

Football' Monday to raise awareness for

weather and more, and go to www.bgnews.

club team 35-14. It was the Falcons' fourth
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LA Times wins public service
Pulitzer for exposing big salaries
For first time in 95 years, Board doesn't award Pulitzer in 'breaking news' category
ByChri»H«wl.y
The Associated Press

NEWYORK—TheLosAngeles
Times won a Pulitzer Prize
for public service Monday for
a series revealing that politicians in the struggling, working-class city of Bell, Calif,
were paying themselves enormous, six-figure salaries.
The newspaper's reporting
that officials in the 37,000resident town were jacking
up property taxes and other
fees in part to cover the huge
salaries led to arrests and
the ouster of some of Bell's
top officials.
The Times won a second
Pulitzer for feature photography, and The New York Times
was awarded two Pulitzers for
international reporting and
for commentary.
But in a year in which the
earthquake in Haiti and the
disastrous Gulf oil spill were
some of the biggest stories,
the Pulitzer Board decided
not to give an award in the
category of breaking news
— a first in the 95-year history
of the most prestigious prize
in journalism.
"No entry received the
necessary majority," said
Sig Gissler, administrator

GREEN
From Page 1
Sample said it costs about $10
or $15 to build a window box
and buy soil and seeds, so she
applied for $1,500 from the
Student Green Initiative fund,
the equivalent of fee money
from 300 students.
She hasn't gotten the money
yet; the fund's committee
asked her group to test their
project on a smaller scale this
summer and then come back
in the fall for final approval.
In the meantime, the Window
Box Exchange is running on a
Dream Big grant.
Sample applied for $1,500,
but there is no set limit to
how much students can
ask for, Hennessy said. In
the past, funding has been
granted or is pending in
amounts ranging from $200
to $30,000. he said.
Because the fee is opt-out
rather than opt-in, there is
the chance that some students are unknowingly supporting the fund.
Daniel Jacoby, a University
graduate student and one
of the original founders of

of the prizes. He wouldn't That's what newspapers do."
The newspaper has been
elaborate except to say that
breaking news is a "dead- hobbled by the troubles of its
line-driven category" that owner, Tribune Co., which has
depends on news organiza- been operating under federal
tions' reporting of an event bankruptcy protection for the
past two years. Tribune Co.
the moment it happens.
The board named three has been trying to shed most
finalists for the award: The of the debt that it took on in
Chicago Tribune for coverage an $8.2 billion buyout engiof the deaths of two Chicago neered by real estate mogul
firefighters; TheMiami I lera Id Sam Zell. The Times has also
and El Nuevo Herald for gone through wrenching staff
reporting on the Haiti earth- cutbacks before and after the
quake; and The Tennessean bankruptcy filing, and other
in Nashville, Tenn., for cover- turmoil in the newsroom.
In other awards, the nonage of a devastating flood.
A cheer went up and profit ProPtiblica won its first
cameras flashed when the outright Pulitzer for national
awards were announced reporting. Reporters Jesse
in the Los Angeles Times Eisinger and Jake Bernstein
newsroom, where about 100 were cited for their piece
exposing questionable Wall
people were gathered.
"The real victors in this are Street practices that contribthe people of Bell, who were uted to the economic meltable to get rid of, there's no down. The judges cited their
other way to say it, an oppres- use of digital media to help
sive regime," said reporter Jeff explain the complex subject.
Gottlieb, clutching a bottle of (Last year, ProPublica writer
won the Pulitzer for investichampagne.
"At a time when people are gative reporting in collabosaying newspapers are dying, ration with The New York
I think this is the daywhen we Times Magazine.)
Eisinger said he and
can say, no. not really." said
Ruben Vives, another staff Bernstein spent about a year
writer on the story. "We gave and a half on the series.
"This is what we're here for,
a small town, we gave them
an opportunity to speak out. to write deep stories that are

the fund, said the fee was
made with an opt-out option
because he and his co-founders realized not everyone
would want to support it.
They wanted to give students
an option, he said, but they
also wanted to raise the maximum amount of funds.
"To be honest, we wanted to
garner the most support we
could," he said. "(But) we're
not trying to hide it. We're
not trying to, like, put it in the
background."
"I don't think the fee is fooling anyone because we're
getting the same support
as we've noticed with other
schools (with similar programs) around the country."
Jacoby said he is happy
with the fund's accomplishments so far, but he's a "bit of
a dreamer" and is hoping for
some bigger projects, such as
windmills or sunroofs.
"It's good we're having
some small initiatives, and
we're hoping and building
toward bigger ones," he said.
"We're capable of generating
funds that can do some really big projects ... It started a
little smaller, but we're getting there."

DINING
Ffom Page 1
our communities." Paulus
said. "If we can keep those
costs down low, that's
less costs that have to be
passed down to the students, which increases
tuition or meal plan."
Sophomore Brandon

BLOTTER
FRL, APRIL 15
2.30 A.M.
Lucas Pitsenbarger, of
Oregon. Ohio, was cited for
inducing panic on Enterprise
Street
3 A.M.
Manssa Reighard, of
Northwood. Ohio, was cited
for drug abuse on East
Wooster Street.

complex, that other people
don't want to take on," he
said. "We get the time to do
it, we're not afraid of stories
and we want to do stuff with
real impact.... This is the kind
of thing that the mainstream
media's doing less and less of.
We're deeply grateful that it's
being recognized."
ProPublica is a three-yearold organization that is bankrolled by charitable foundations and staffed by distinguished veteran journalists. It
pursues the kind of big investigative projects that many
newspapers can no longer
afford, and it offers many of
its stories to traditional news
organizations.
Graphics and videos also
accompanied The Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel's winning
entry in explanatory reporting, an account of the use of
genetic technology to save a
4-year-old boy from a mysterious disease.
The competition's rules
were changed this year to
allow digital media to be
considered along with text
entries. Media were allowed
to enter "any available journalistic tool," including videos, databases and multimedia presentations.

Smith thinks the new
dining hall will be an
exciting option for students next year.
"It's great that they
are finally replacing the
present Mac Dining Hall
with something new,"
Smith said. "It's going
to be very beneficial to
both the environment
and economy."
$250. were reported stolen from
an unlocked vehicle within the
300 block of Bentwood Lane.
3:26 P.M.
An iPod. valued at $250. was
reported stolen from an unlocked
vehicle within the 400 block of
Thurstin Ave.

r\ ONLINE: Go to bgviews com for the
^J complete blotter list

5:45 AM
Two laptops and an iPod
were reported stolen from
Harshman Anderson Hall.

CORRECTION
POLICY

SUN, APRIL 17

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

1:33 P.M.
Three textbooks, valued at

LOANS
From Page 1
begin paying back loans six
months after graduation,
Donnelly said college-educated people will receive
more money in a lifetime
than a high school-educated
person, making the initial
financial stress worthwhile.
"You have to keep in
mind over the length of
your life how much you
are going to make on that
return," she said.
Though she sees loans
as good debt, in contrast to
high interest credit card debt,
Donnelly said she always
pushes students to weigh
their financial options carefully. She encourages everyone to seek scholarships and
grants first and only take out
loans once other avenues
have been exhausted.
"It should be a mindful
choice." she said. "Consider
all of your options.
Relatively few people take
it that seriously."
Student loans are not only
on the rise nationally, but
also at the University.
In 2009, Student Financial
Aid dispersed $139 million
in private and federal loans,
according to statistics provided by Iaura Emch. director of financial aid. Total
loan disbursement jumped
to $143 million in 2010. The
University awarded $30 million in scholarships each of
the last two years.
Though the discrepancy
between loans and scholarships may seem disproportionate. Peter Vanderhart,
University economics professor, said the burden of
financing higher education
should fall on the individuals, not the state taxpayers.
"1 really support generous
loan programs and guaranteed student loans," he
said. "People getting the
benefits of a college education are the ones who end
up paying for it.
"As far as loans versus
grants, I'm a bit of a heretic at the University," he
said. "1 think loans are the
right way."
Vanderhart supports student loans in general, but he
said students should still be
cautious and know exactly
what they are signing up for.
He supports better education about the consequences
of taking out loans without
the ability to repay the debt.
"I know there are people
who get in way over their
heads," he said. "They are
stuck with $100,000 in loans
and they will make $20,000
a year. I low are you going to
pay for that?"
While a majority of stu-

dents are not able to pay
for college outright, senior
French education major Rob
Murray was able to rely on
his parents for financing.
Murray doesn't owe a bank,
he said, but he has loans to
his father.
Murray's father, a devout,
"oldschool"Catholic, believes
in owing nothing to the state,
only to God. While Murray
said he doesn't hold the
same stringent beliefs, he is
grateful for the advantage
his father has given him.
"(Loans are) a vicious
cycle. You're always in debt,"
Murray said. "That's another
reason my dad would rather
use his savings to pay. Now
I can leave college with a
clean slate instead of constantly being behind."
Because of his financial
independence, Murray
was able to take advantage of studying abroad
in West Africa. Murray is
also forgoing a traditional
teaching job and opting to
nanny in the French Alps
upon graduation.
"I have a nice fresh start
and can do what I want to,"
he said.
Murray's financial freedom is hard to come by
among higher education
graduates. And students
like Lee need their loans for
more than just tuition.
Lee has taken a full schedule of classes each semester
and maintained a 3.89 GPA.
His dance schedule takes
up the bulk of his time, in
and out of class, and on
top of it all, he works two
jobs. Still, the money he
makes working 20 hours
per week of minimum
wage is not enough.
"Student loans are my
only debt and really my
only source of income," he
said. "The only reason I
have money in the bank is I
take out student loans and
keep the reimbursement. If
I didn't have my reimbursement, I wouldn't be able to
pay for anything."
And though Lee intends to
pay back every cent he has
borrowed, he is also looking
into ways to defer payments.
He aspires to work for the
Peace Corps and possibly
obtain his master's degree,
both of which will delay his
payments temporarily.
Still, seeking his goals is
worth whatever price he, or
his loan providers, must pay.
"To me, it's more about
living in the moment and
doing the things that help
my career and the things I
love than worrying about
money," Lee said. "We will
always have problems with
money; you can't depend on
money. But you can depend
on your education."
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fuzziefoo tball
Alpha Xi Delta organized Fuzzie Football to raise autism awareness Monday night at intramural fields
Photos By TyUr StabiU | The BG N

TOP LEFT: Junior Nick Lynn avoids defender freshman Kurt Carlisle before making a pass at Alpha Xi Delta's Fuzzte
Football event. The event was organized in honor of April's Autism Awareness Month. Alpha Xi Delta also hosted an awareness walk and passed out 5.000 blue nbbons.
TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Jose Morales runs the ball as defenders rush to stop his advance

CENTER LEFT: Senior Mollie Ballmer hands off the ball while keeping her eyes on oncoming opponents.

BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Brad Gatkk passes the ball to receivers down field.
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"To be honest, most of the time I don't think about them. It's only when my mother
calls and tells me I can't pay for college I'm reminded how much I owe in loans.
- Senior Michael Lee on his $45,000 of student loan debt, [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite way to de-stress?

6

"Running with

"I workout"

"Weekends and

"Sleep and

drinking"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ALYSHAHASKEN,
Sophomore,
Special Ed

JESSICA BUKECY.
Freshman,
CDIS

ADAMSENECAL.
Freshman.
Apparel Merchandising

LAURA HANER.
Senior.
Pre Physical Therapy

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

Grandmothers 'Rosie the Riveter'
attitude inspires multiple generations
One woman's strength and courage should be an example to everyone
. >
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■•-

By And™ Coffin
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RUINS MY ..
CREDIT SCORE"
THEB6NEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
Falcon Vreeches represent only the views of the anonymous submitter
They are purely opinion and are not supported by The BG News or its staff

To all pedestrians who cross at the corner of Merr
and Tnurstin avenues (right next to Offenhauer),
am SICK of your disrespect for those drivers who
are trying to make a turn while you just go on your
merry way. If you see a driver attempting to look
over you in order to see if a car is coming, have
the common courtesy to stand out of their field of
vision so they can make the turn safely and no one
gets into a fatal accident You do not own the road,
whether you like to believe it or not.
- ROAD RAGER
It really bothers me when I go home for a weekend,
only to find my lamps and other cords unplugged by
my roommate, who tries to be green. She tries to be
so green, but when she goes to class, she leaves the
kitchen light on. She is so green, she turns on her
lamp for fight, even on the brightest days instead
of opening her blinds. She claims her eyes are too
sensitive, although I've never seen her wear a pair of
sunglasses.
- GREEN FAIL
The whole NFL Lockout is starting to make me
very angry. I am a Colts fan and would love to see
the Super Bowl come to the Lucas Oil Stadium in
Indianapolis. That will not happen if this continues.
Hey NFL, get your head out of the south side and
get a deal everyone likes because this community
has spent billions of dollars and I am sure they do
not want to get ripped off.
- NFL LOCKOUT
I am so tired of the weather in Ohio and I am sure
most people would agree with me. It is mid-April
and we still have the chance of getting snow, even
though last weekend it was in the mitf-70s? Ohio is
a sick place in terms of weather. If I didn't love BG so
much, I would totally be going to school somewhere
a little more stable in terms of weather.
-NEEDING SUNSHINE

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something ycu want to say about an opinion column or news
story' Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

times, with her first marriage
ending in divorce during the
College News Network
1940s. She was a pioneer at
that time. She finally retired
1 would be willing to wage a when she was 83 years old.
The
wisdom
gained
bet against any challenger. My
grandmother is way cooler throughout her years of experiences is unmatched, and
than yours—hands down.
She and I have been close perhaps what I enjoy the most
my entire life. My sister and I about our time together are
arc two of more than 30 grand- the stories she tells and the leschildren, and it could be spec- sons she teaches. They are not
ulated that we are her favorites. always taught purposefully.
This past weekend, her
She practically raised us. She
bought our clothes. She fed our long-time companion passed
never-ending appetites with away. They met in 1957 when
homemade pies and noodles. she was selling Avon door to
She attended countless games, door. Bill was married and
ceremonies, awards, dinners, Grandma was married to her
birthday parties, concerts and second husband. She and his
wife immediately hit it off,
musicals to watch us.
She wears belly shirts and she recalled. The foursome
glittery lotion in the summer. became close friends and
She plays Elvis Presley on her spent countless weekends at
vintage organ, which is always the Ohio River together over
per my request, and she loves the next 40 years.
During the late 1990s,
a nice, cold Coors Light every
once in awhile. But not draft. Grandma's third husband and
Bill's wife passed away three
Too watery, she says.
months apart. Next thing
She's 88 years old.
She was born before the we knew, Bill and Grandma
Great Depression. She was were a pair. The grieving had
a "Rosie the Riveter" dur- brought them back together
ing World War II, manufac- but in a different way.
They could not be sepaturing weapons for the war
effort. She raised four chil- rated until a few years ago,
dren and was married three when Bill was diagnosed
The Lantern (Ohio State University)

By Lea W«th«rwu, Th«
B ucht >li te (University of
Akron)

satisfying meal and overall
enjoyable dining experience.
Personality, pride and
College News Network
patience make both a great
Frequent dining out is a life- server and a great guest, and
style for some, and yet it takes both should be rewarded. As
a special occasion to get oth- a guest, you simply ask and
ers into a restaurant. Eating receive; there can't be anyout is especially common for thing greater than that. As a
college students.
server, is your reward a nice
Regardless of which cat- compliment or is it the tip?
egory you fit, the main goal Yes, both are sure to make
is to satisfy hunger and to a happy server, but complibe waited on without lifting ments won't pay bills.
Many people are seen
a finger while depending on
your server or waiter. So how getting out their tip calcumuch credit does the server lators or doing the math in
really take?
their head, but how much is
Good servers are not just enough to tip? When asked
"order takers." They are there about what influences the
to assist you and other guests amount they tip, several peoon food and drink choices, ple said it depended on how
keep the place stocked and prompt the server was, and
clean and to have friendly the attitude of the server. But
conversations with each what they didn't know was
table, making sure you have those two things also reflect
everything you need for a on them.
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a server, you should look at
the total amount of the bill
and patience make and leave anywhere from
18-20 percent.
That goes for separate
both a great server
checks as well. Each individand a great guest." ual should leave the appropriate tip. You should not divide
the tip as in, "you leave 10
If you come in as a guest percent and I'll leave another
and have a positive attitude 10 percent on my bill."
and a smile, it is contagious.
Coupons are great and do
And take a look around; if help save money, but you
you see that the restaurant always want to tip on the
is busy and you see serv- amount before the discount.
ers running from table to Service doesn't decrease if a
table, have a little patience. discount was given. If you are
Being polite and consider- on a budget, and you want to
ate make the dining expe- eat out, don't forget to averrience better for everyone. age in a tip beforehand.
At the end of the night,
After all, everyone around
you wants the same thing most servers have to tip out
— an enjoyable meal.
to others — bussers and barServer minimum wage tenders — and some have to
is $3.65 an hour, so they pay credit card fees, all of
really depend on the tips which cut into what they take
they receive. When tipping home at the end of their shift.

"Personality, pride
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other to form one ball of white
hair, and "Wheel of Fortune"
was cranked up bud enough
to be heard blocks away.
Other times, they enjoyed
their much-deserved retirement by traveling. Grandma's
bedroom is a shrine to these
trips. The walls are covered
in pictures taped together.
Sometimes, if they were sitting
across from each other, they
would take the other's picture.
Grandma would cut the copies and tape them together to
make it look like they were sitting together in a single frame.
They were like high school
sweethearts the way they
gripped onto one another
while dancing at my sister's
wedding in 2008. Only, they
had known each other for
60 years.
My grandmother does not
complain or whine. 1 have
never heard her echo "woe
is me," and while I attempted to restrain my own tears
while she laughed through
hers, I respected her in a
new way.
Grandma is a fighter. She
overcomes obstacles. She
adapts, as she and the other
Rosies showed in the 1940s,
"We Can Do It."

Sincere waiters deserve to be tipped
well for hard work and patience

210 West Hall

Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

with Alzheimer's disease and
placed in a home. Still, she visited him. Sometimes, he didn't
recognize his daughter's face,
but always smiled when
Grandma bent down to kiss
him goodbye, and responded
with an "I love you, too."
As we spoke on the phone,
discussing the logistics of
the viewing and funeral, I
was expecting her to cry. But,
she didn't.
She laughed. She giggled.
She told me stories, and I could
practically see her squealing
in her chair as she narrated her
favorite moments.
He proposed when they
were about 80, she confessed. It became a mutual
decision to continue their
courtship and avoid the
messy details, so wedding
bells were not rung for the
fourth time for Grandma.
"He told me he wanted to propose so that I knew I belonged
to him." she recalled on the
phone. "But. I already did."
K didn't matter what they
were doing, as long as it was
together, she continued.
I remember walking in the
back door to find them sitting
on the couch holding hands.
Their heads sat against each
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Suicide car bombers in
central Baghd
Baghdad kill 9
ByHamidAhm.d
The Associated Press

"The current security situation indicates
that there are serious security breaches

BAGHDAD — Suicide bombers detonated two explosivespacked cars Monday outside
Baghdad's heavily fortified
Green Zone, killing at least
nine people and wounding
23, officials said.
The blasts marked the
start of a violent day in the
Iraqi capital, where two
more bombings and a jewelry heist left three more
dead and 15 wounded.
The twin suicide car
bombs rattled windows
across Baghdad shortly after
8 a.m. The cars blew up just
outside a security checkpoint on a heavily traveled
road leading into the Green
Zone from Baghdad's international airport.
Pieces of charred flesh
were still scattered at the
scene hours later as a tow
truck hauled away a wrecked
Iraqi Humvee and other
bombed-out cars.
Baghdad military spokesman Maj. Gen. Qassim alMoussawi said the bombers
appeared to be targeting the
motorcades of two senior

and the government must work to
avoid such breaches..."
Osama al-Nujaifi | Parliament Speaket

government officials — one not hurt in the attack but one
from the military, the other of his bodyguards was killed.
from t he Cabinet—who were
Al-Nujaifi said the govheaded to work. He declined ernment's reluctance to
to elaborate.
name new defense and inteThe explosion set ablaze rior ministers has contribsome of the cars that were uted to instability in Iraq.
waiting to be cleared into the The posts have been empty
Green Zone, which houses for nearly four months as
Iraq's parliament and minis- Prime Minister Nouri altry offices, as well as several Maliki and the other politiforeign embassies.
cal factions squabble over
Two police officers and an who should gel them.
"The current security situofficial at al-Yarmouk hospital said nine people, includ- ation indicates that there
ing five Iraqi soldiers, were are serious security breachkilled and 23 people were esand the government must
wounded in the attack.
work to avoid such breaches
Parliament Speaker Osama and eliminate the terrorist
al-Nujaifi said one parliamen- groups," said al-Nujaifi. "We
tary worker was killed and have to expedite naming
four more were wounded. A the security ministers, and
statement on the parliament we have to choose qualified
website said that al-Nujaifi ones who can run these senadviser Amjad Abdul-IIamid sitive jobs — especially durwas the target of the dual ing (his transition period as
bombings. Abdul-I lamid was we discuss the withdrawal

Nigerian leader
wins

9

of the U.S. forces."
Violence has ebbed across
Iraq since the worst days of
sectarian fighting just a few
years ago that brought the
country to the brink of civil
war. But deadly bombings
and shootings still occur
on a near daily basis highlighting Iraq's continued
instability as U.S. troops
prepare to withdraw by the
end of the year.
A few miles (kilometers)
away, two more roadside
bombs exploded a few minutes after the checkpoint
blasts in what appeared
to be an unrelated strike.
Police said nine passersby were wounded outside
a restaurant in Jadriyah
neighborhood.
By midmorning, attackers hit another frequent
target in the capital: jewelry stores. Two carloads
of robbers stormed two
jewelry shops in Baghdad's
eastern al-Amin area, killing the owners and a customer after a shootout.
Four passers-by also were
wounded, according to
police and an official at alKindi hospital.
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Syrian activists challenge authorities with sit-in
Protesters call for the ousting of President Bashar Assad in Horns
By Bassem Mrour
The Associated Press

Riots break out after posting of election results
ByJonGambrall

since the country became a
The Associated Press
democracy in 1999.
The nation's two biggest
ABU)A, Nigeria — Nigerian opposition parties brought forPresidentGoodluckJonathan mal complaints Monday afterclinched the oil-rich coun- noon to the nation's electoral
try's presidential election commission over vole tallies
Monday, as rioting by opposi- in some areas — the first step
tion protesters in the Muslim toward a possible legal chalnorth highlighted the reli- lenge of the results.
gious and ethnic differences
Jonathan came to power
still dividing Africa's most after the death of the nation's
populous nation.
Muslim
elected
leader,
Rioters set fire to homes President Umani Yar'Adua. in
bearing ruling party banners May 2010. I lowever, many in
and heavy gunfire rang out in Nigeria's Muslim north remain
several towns as election offi- uneasy about Jonathan, a
cials released results showing Christian from the country's southern oil-rich delta.
Jonathan's victory.
Election chairman Attahiru The north's political class
Jega officially announced wanted the ruling People's
later Monday that Jonathan Democratic Party to honor
had easily beat his near- an unwritten power-sharing
est rival, former military agreement that would have
ruler Muhammadu Buhari. placed another northern canJonathan led by more than didate into the presidency.
Nigeria has a long history
10 million votes — enough in
Nigeria's 36 states and capital of violent and rigged polls,
legislative elections earlier this
to avoid triggering a runoff.
Buhari, a Muslim, carried month left a hotel ablaze, a polinorthern states where poverty tician dead and a polling staremains endemic and oppor- tion and a vote-countingcenter
tunities few. Many supported bombed in the nation's northBuhari, a disciplinarian who east. However, observers largely
took power after a 1983 coup, said Saturday's poll appeared
as his campaign promised to be fair, with fewer cases
change in a nation ruled by Of ballot box thefts than the
the same ruling political party country's first set of elections.

BEIRUT — More than 5.000
anti-government protesters
in Syria took over the main
square of the country's thirdlargest city Monday, vowing to occupy the site until
President Bashar Assad is
ousted and defying authorities who warn they will not
bo forced into reforms.
The Egypt-style standoff
in the central city of Horns
followed funeral processions
by more than 10,000 mourners for some of those killed in
clashes Sunday that a rights
group said left at least 12
people dead. It also brought a
high-stakes challenge to security forces over whether to risk
more bloodshed — and international backlash — by trying
to clear the square.
In the past month, Syrian
security forces in uniforms
and plaindothes have
launched a deadly crackdown on demonstrations,

killing at least 200 people, persist. On Friday, security
according to human rights forces blocked attempts to
groups. Many Syrians also hold a similar sit-in in the
said pro-government thugs capital Damascus.
— known as Shabiha — have
Earlier in the day, at least
terrorized neighborhoods six coffins were carried by
wilh tactics such as opening the massive funeral procession in Horns, about 100
fire into l he air.
In response, the govern- miles (160 kilometers) north
ment has blamed "armed of Damascus, said two witgangs'' seeking to stir up nesses. Security forces stayed
unrest for many of the kill- away from the mourners in
ings. Syria's state-run news an apparent move to avoid
agency SANA said gangs confrontation, said the witfatally shot seven people, nesses, who spoke on condiincluding three army officers, tion of anonymity for fear of
on Sunday in I loms.
government reprisals.
Syria's foreign minister,
The witnesses' accounts
Walid al-Moallem, was quot- could not be independently
ed by SANA as telling foreign confirmed because Syria has
ambassadors Monday that placed tight restrictions on
reforms are a "national need" media outlets and expelled
but they cannot be forced foreign journalists.
through "violence, weapons,
After the funeral, thousands of people marched
sabotage and road closures."
In a strong warning, al- to Horns' main Sa'a Jadida
Moallem said authorities are Square, or the New Clock
facing pressures to restore Square, where they chanted
"security and order" and said "people want to bring down
it could take all "suitable the regime" and "peaceful,
measures" if demonstrations peaceful," the witnesses said.
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As protesters gathered,
security personnel arrived in
the area. Three tanker trucks,
usually used by authorities
to spray protesters with water,
were also parked nearby.
"A sit-in until the regime is
brought down," the protesters chanted.
Witnesses said the protesters are planning to set up tents
and some residents donated
water and food.
Also Monday, a group of
Syrian students said in a statement posted on Facebook
they will not attend classes for
three days starting Tuesday to
protests the recent deaths and
last week's attack by security
forces at Damascus University,
where one student was killed.
In the northern city of
Banias, about 300 children
released balloons with slogans calling on Assad to leave
power, witnesses said.
"Leave, unclecriminal," read
one balloon. "Leave so that
I can enjoy freedom." read
another, witnesses added.
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"To be honest, most of the time I don't think about them. It's only when my mother
calls and tells me I can't pay for college I'm reminded how much I owe in loans."
-Senior Michael Lee on his $45,000 of student loan debt, [see story, pg.1].
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
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Sophomore.
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a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewj.com.

Grandmother's 'Rosie the Riveter
attitude inspires multiple generations
One woman's strength and courage should be an example to everyone
ByAndraaChaffin
The Lantern (Ohio State University)
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To all pedestrians who cross at the corner of Merry
and Tnurstin avenues (right next to Offenhauer), I
am SICK of your disrespect for those drivers who
are trying to make a turn while you just go on your
merry way. If you see a driver attempting to look
over you in order to see if a car is coming, have
the common courtesy to stand out of their field of
vision so they can make the turn safely and no one
gets'into a fatal accident. You do not own the road,'
whether you like to believe it or not.
-ROADRAGER
It really bothers me when I go home for a weekend,
only to find my lamps and other cords unplugged by
my roommate, who tries to be green. She tries to be
so green, but when she goes to class, she leaves the
kitchen light on. She is so green, she turns on her
lamp for light, even on the brightest days instead
of opening her blinds. She claims her eyes are too
sensitive, although I've never seen her wear a pair of
sunglasses.
- GREEN FAIL

times, with her first marriage
ending in divorce during the
Colege New Netwoil
1940s. She was a pioneer at
that time. She finally retired
I would be willing to wage a when she was 83 years old.
The
wisdom gained
bet against any challenger. My
grandmother is way cooler throughout her years of experiences is unmatched, and
than yours—hands down.
She and 1 have been close perhaps what I enjoy the most
my entire life. My sister and I about our time together are
are two of more than 30 grand- the stories she tells and the leschildren, and it could be spec- sons she teaches. They are not
ulated that we are her favorites. always taught purposefully.
This past weekend, her
She practically raised us. She
bought our clothes. She fed our long-time companion passed
never-ending appetites with away. They met in 1957 when
homemade pies and noodles. she was selling Avon door to
She attended coundess games, door. Bill was married and
ceremonies, awards, dinners, Grandma was married to her
birthday parties, concerts and second husband. She and his
wife immediately hit it off,
musicals to watch us.
She wears belly shirts and she recalled. The foursome
glittery lotion in the summer. became close friends and
She plays Eh/is Presley on her spent countless weekends at
vintage organ, which is always the Ohio River together over
per my request and she loves the next 40 years.
a nice, cold Coors Light every
During the late 1990s,
once in awhile. But not draft. Grandma's third husband and
Bill's wife passed away three
Too watery, she says.
months apart. Next thing
She's 88 years old.
She was born before the we knew, Bill and Grandma
Great Depression. She was were a pair. The grieving had
a "Rosie the Riveter" dur- brought them back together
ing World War II, manufac- but in a different way.
They could not be sepaturing weapons for the war
effort. She raised four chil- rated until a few years ago,
dren and was married three when Bill was diagnosed

Sincere waiters deserve to be tipped
well for hard work and patience
ByL..W.th€rw«.Th.

The whole NFL Lockout is starting to make me
very angry. I am a Colts fan and would love to see
the Super Bowl come to the Lucas Oil Stadium in
Indianapolis. That will not happen if this continues.
Hey NFL, get your head out of the south side and
let a deal everyone likes because this community
ias spent billions of dollars and I am sure they do
not want to qet ripped off.
- NFL LOCKOUT
I am so tired of the weather in Ohio and I am sure
most people would agree with me. It is mid-April
and we still have the chance of getting snow, even
though last weekend it was in the mid-70s? Ohio is
a sick place in terms of weather. If I didn't love BG so
much, I would totally be going to school somewhere
a little more stable in terms of weather.
-NEEDING SUNSHINE

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

satisfying meal and overall
enjoyable dining experience.
Personality, pride and
College News Networic
patience make both a great
Frequent dining out is a life- server and a great guest, and
style for some, and yet it takes both should be rewarded. As
a special occasion to get oth- a guest, you simply ask and
ers into a restaurant. Eating receive; there can't be anyout is especially common for thing greater than that. As a
college students.
server, is your reward a nice
Regardless of which cat- compliment or is it the tip?
egory you fit, the main goal Yes, both are sure to make
is to satisfy hunger and to a happy server, but complibe waited on without lifting ments won't pay bills.
a finger while depending on
Many people are seen
your server or waiter. So how getting out their tip calcumuch credit does the server lators or doing the math in
really take?
their head, but how much is
Good servers are not just enough to tip? When asked
"order takers." They are there about what influences the
to assist you and other guests amount they tip, several peoon food and drink choices, ple said it depended on how
keep the place stocked and prompt the server was, and
clean and to have friendly the attitude of the server. But
conversations with each what they didn't know was
table, making sure you have those two things also reflect
everything you need for a on them.
Bucht.1 it. (Univ. r.ity of
Akron)

■ Email us at thenews®bgnewsxom.
■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Had.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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a server, you should look at
the total amount of the bill
and patience make and leave anywhere from
18-20 percent.
That goes for separate
both a great server
checks as well. Each individand a great guest." ual should leave the appropriate tip. You should not divide
the tip as in, "you leave 10
If you come in as a guest percent and I'll leave another
and have a positive attitude 10 percent on my bill."
and a smile, it is contagious.
Coupons are great and do
And take a look around; if help save money, but you
you see that the restaurant always want to tip on the
is busy and you see serv- amount before the discount.
ers running from table to Service doesn't decrease if a
table, have a little patience. discount was given. If you are
Being polite and consider- on a budget, and you want to
ate make the dining expe- eat out, don't forget to averrience better for everyone. age in a tip beforehand.
After all, everyone around
At the end of the night,
you wants the same thing most servers have to tip out
— an enjoyable meal.
to others — bussers and barServer minimum wage tenders — and some have to
is $3.65 an hour, so they pay credit card fees, all of
really depend on the tips which cut into what they take
they receive. When tipping home at the end of their shift.

"Personality, pride
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with Alzheimer's disease and other to form one ball of white
placed in a home. Still, she vis- hair, and "Wheel of Fortune"
ited him. Sometimes, he didn't was cranked up loud enough
recognize his daughter's face, to be heard blocks away.
Other times, they enjoyed
but always smiled when
Grandma bent down to kiss their much-deserved retirehim goodbye, and responded ment by traveling. Grandma's
bedroom is a shrine to these
with an "I love you. too."
As we spoke on the phone, trips. The walls are covered
discussing the logistics of in pictures taped together.
the viewing and funeral, I Sometimes, if they were sitting
was expecting her to cry. But, across from each other, they
would take the other's picture.
she didn't.
She laughed. She giggled. Grandma would cut the copShe told me stories, and I could ies and tape them together to
practically see her squealing make it look like they were sitin her chair as she narrated her ting together in a single frame.
They were like high school
favorite moments.
He proposed when they sweethearts the way they
were about 80, she con- gripped onto one another
fessed. It became a mutual while dancing at my sister's
decision to continue their wedding in 2008. Only, they
courtship and avoid the had known each other for
messy details, so wedding 60 years.
bells were not rung for the
My grandmother does not
complain or whine. I have
fourth time for Grandma.
"He told me he wanted to pro- never heard her echo "woe
pose so that I knew I belonged is me," and while 1 attemptto him," she recalled on the ed to restrain my own tears
while she laughed through
phone. "But, I already did."
It didn't matter what they hers, I respected her in a
were doing, as long as it was new way.
together, she continued.
Grandma is a fighter. She
I remember walking in the overcomes obstacles. She
back door to find them sitting adapts, as she and the other
on the couch holding hands. Rosies showed in the 1940s,
Their heads sat against each "We Can Do It."
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reflect the view of The BG News.

h
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Suicide car bombers in
central Baghdad kill 9
By H.mld Ahmtd
The Associated Press

and the government must work to
avoid such breaches..."
Osama al-Nujaifi | Parliament Speaker

government officials — one
from the military, the other
from the Cabinet—who were
headed to work. He declined
to elaborate.
The explosion set ablaze
some of the cars that were
waiting to be cleared into the
Green Zone, which houses
Iraq's parliament and ministry offices, as well as several
foreign embassies.
Two police officers and an
official at al-Yarmouk hospital said nine people, including five Iraqi soldiers, were
killed and 23 people were
wounded in the attack.
Parliament Speaker Osama
al-Nujaifi said one parliamentary worker was killed and
four more were wounded. A
statement on the parliament
website said that al-Nujaifi
adviser Amjad Abdul-Hamid
was the target of the dual
bombings. Abdul-Hamid was

Nigerian leader
wins presidency
The Associated Press

ABUIA, Nigeria — Nigerian
PresidentGoodluckJonathan
clinched the oil-rich country's presidential election
Monday, as rioting by opposition protesters in the Muslim
north highlighted the religious and ethnic differences
still dividing Africa's most
populous nation.
Rioters set fire to homes
bearing ruling party banners
and heavy gunfire rang out in
several towns as election officials released results showing
Jonathan's victory.
Election chairman Attahiru
Jega officially announced
later Monday that Jonathan
had easily beat his nearest rival, former military
ruler Muhammadu Buhari.
lonathan led by more than
10 million votes — enough in
Nigeria's 36 states and capital
to avoid triggering a runoff.
Buhari, a Muslim, carried
northern states where poverty
remains endemic and opportunities few. Many supported
Buhari, a disciplinarian who
took power after a 1983 coup,
as his campaign promised
change in a nation ruled by
the same ruling political party

not hurt in the attack but one
of his bodyguards was killed.
Al-Nujaifi said the government's reluctance to
name new defense and interior ministers has contributed to instability in Iraq.
The posts have been empty
for nearly four months as
Prime Minister Nouri alMaliki and the other political factions squabble over
who should get them.
"The current security situation indicates that there
are serious security breaches and the government must
work to avoid such breaches
and eliminate the terrorist
groups," said al-Nujaifi. "We
have to expedite naming
the security ministers, and
we have to choose qualified
ones who can run these sensitive jobs — especially during this transition period as
we discuss the withdrawal
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Protesters call for the ousting of President Bashar Assad in Horns
By Bassem Mrouc

killing at least 200 people, persist. On Friday, security
according to human rights forces blocked attempts to
groups. Many Syrians also hold a similar sit-in in the
said pro-government thugs capital Damascus.
— known as Shabiha — have
Earlier in the day, at least
terrorized neighborhoods six coffins were carried by
with tactics such as opening the massive funeral profire into the air.
cession in Horns, about 100
In response, the govern- miles (160 kilometers) north
ment has blamed "armed of Damascus, said two witgangs" seeking to stir up nesses. Security forces stayed
unrest for many of the kill- away from the mourners in
ings. Syria's state-run news an apparent move to avoid
agency SANA said gangs confrontation, said the witfatally shot seven people, nesses, who spoke on condiincluding three army officers, tion of anonymity for fear of
on Sunday in Horns.
government reprisals.
Syria's foreign minister,
The witnesses' accounts
Walid al-Moallem, was quot- could not be independently
ed by SANA as telling foreign confirmed because Syria has
ambassadors Monday that placed tight restrictions on
reforms are a "national need" media outlets and expelled
but they cannot be forced foreign journalists.
through "violence, weapons,
After the funeral, thousabotage and road closures."
sands of people marched
In a strong warning, al- to Horns' main Sa'a ladida
Moallem said authorities are Square, or the New Clock
facing pressures to restore Square, where they chanted
"security and order" and said "people want to bring down
it could take all "suitable the regime" and "peaceful,
measures" if demonstrations peaceful," the witnesses said.

The Associated Press

since the country became a
democracy in 1999.
The nation's two biggest
opposition parties brought formal complaints Monday afternoon to the nation's electoral
commission over vote tallies
in some areas — the first step
toward a possible legal challenge of the results.
lonathan came to power
after the death of the nation's
Muslim
elected leader,
President Umaru Yar'Adua, in
May 2010. However, many in
Nigeria's Muslim north remain
uneasy about lonathan, a
Christian from the country's southern oil-rich delta.
The north's political class
wanted the ruling People's
Democratic Party to honor
an unwritten power-sharing
agreement that would have
placed another northern candidate into the presidency.
Nigeria has a long history
of violent and rigged polls,
legislative elections earlier this
month left a hotel ablaze, a politician dead and a polling station and a vote-counting center
bombed in the nation's northeast. However, observers largely
said Saturday's poll appeared
to be fair, with fewer cases
of ballot box thefts than the
country's first set of elections.

Shamrock Village

BEIRUT — More than 5,000
anti-government protesters
in Syria took over the main
square of the country's thirdlargest city Monday, vowing to occupy the site until
President Bashar Assad is
ousted and defying authorities who warn they will not
be forced into reforms.
The Egypt-style standoff
in the central city of Horns
followed funeral processions
by more than 10,000 mourners for some of those killed in
clashes Sunday that a rights
group said left at least 12
people dead. It also brought a
high-stakes challenge to security forces over whether to risk
more bloodshed — and internal ional backlash — by trying
to clear the square.
In the past month, Syrian
security forces in uniforms
and plainclothes have
launched a deadly crackdown on demonstrations,
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As protesters gathered,
security personnel arrived in
the area. Three tanker trucks,
usually used by authorities
to spray protesters with water,
were also parked nearby.
"A sit-in until the regime is
brought down," the protesters chanted.
Witnesses said the protesters are planning to set up tents
and some residents donated
water and food.
Also Monday, a group of
Syrian students said in a statement posted on Facebook
they will not attend classes for
three days starting Tuesday to
protests the recent deaths and
last week's attack by security
forces at Damascus University,
where one student was killed.
In the northern city of
Banias, about 300 children
released balloons with slogans calling on Assad to leave
power, witnesses said.
"Leave, uncli' criminal," read
one balloon. "Leave so that
I can enjoy freedom." read
another, witnesses added.

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer & Fall
2011 Staffs

STAFF

"worth every shilling"
Excellent
Condition.
Must see!
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Syrian activists challenge authorities with sit-in

Riots break out after posting of election results
ByJonGambral

9

of the U.S. forces."
Violence has ebbed across
Iraq since the worst days of
sectarian fighting just a few
years ago that brought the
country to the brink of civil
war. But deadly bombings
and shootings still occur
on a near daily basis highlighting Iraq's continued
instability as U.S. troops
prepare to withdraw by the
end of the year.
A few miles (kilometers)
away, two more roadside
bombs exploded a few minutes after the checkpoint
blasts in what appeared
to be an unrelated strike.
Police said nine passersby were wounded outside
a restaurant in ladriyah
neighborhood.
By midmorning, attackers hit another frequent
target in the capital: jewelry stores. Two carloads
of robbers stormed two
jewelry shops in Baghdad's
eastern al-Amin area, killing the owners and a customer after a shootout.
Four passers-by also were
wounded, according to
police and an official at alKindi hospital.

"The current security situation indicates
that there are serious security breaches

BAGHDAD — Suicide bombers detonated two explosivespacked cars Monday outside
Baghdad's heavily fortified
Green Zone, killing at least
nine people and wounding
23, officials said.
The blasts marked the
start of a violent day in the
Iraqi capital, where two
more bombings and a jewelry heist left three more
dead and 15 wounded.
The twin suicide car
bombs rattled windows
across Baghdad shortly after
8 a.m. The cars blew up just
outside a security checkpoint on a heavily traveled
road leading into the Green
Zone from Baghdad's international airport.
Pieces of charred flesh
were still scattered at the
scene hours later as a tow
truck hauled away a wrecked
Iraqi Humvee and other
bombed-out cars.
Baghdad military spokesman Maj. Gen. Qassim alMoussawi said the bombers
appeared to be targeting the
motorcades of two senior
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Applications are available in
210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 18.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com
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Rugby Rolls
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SWING: Outfielder Alex Davison swings at a pitch Sunday against Toledo.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY DIRECTOR OF RUGBY ROGER MAZZAREILA

STIFF ARM: Eight man Todd Krause prepares lo fend oil a Toledo ladder.

BG shuts down several former Falcons, rest five starters in 34-15 win over Toledo
By Paul Barnty
Sports Editor

Three years ago. rugby player
Ian Gagnort graduated from the
University as the school's record
holder for most tries in a season (30),
most tries in a game (7] and finished
second on the career tries list (140).
On Friday he returned to the place
where he dominated the sport, but
this time, as a member of Toledo
men's D II club, which consists of
former college players, including
several former Falcons.
Gagnon received no mercy as
BG never allowed him to turn the
corner on the outside in its 34-15
win at the College Park rugby Field.
The former Falcon star was shut
down by his counterpart at fullback Matt Marqtiette, center Joey
Newton and wings Makonnen Rice

what was the start of a 17-0 run in
"Newton has played with Gagnon the first half.
so he knew what he was up against,"
Flanker Frank Viancourt added
said BG coach Tony Mazzarella. back-to-back short yardage tries in
"The rest took the task in stride."
the corner followed by a conversion
Mazzarella decided lo rest a good kick from Marquette to give BG a 17port ion of his first-team players who 0 lead at halftime.
were battling nagging injuries from
Toledo got on the board to begin
the Minnesota game last week. Five the second half as its forwards powplayers got their first start on the 1st ered in a try in a well crafted series.
XV, including wing Max Narewski, The Falcons retaliated as Cavano
who moved to fly half in place of Ail- scored on a 60-yard run to make it a
American Nick Viviani.
22-5 match. Toledo answered with
"With one of the best passes on another try by its forwards, and
the club, Narewski is Viviani's heir after BG eight man Todd Krause ran
apparent, so we decided to give him in for five points on 30 yards out, UT
an opportunity to show us what he made it a 27-15 score on its third try
could do," Mazzarella said. "Fly half from its forwards.
is rugby's equivalent of the football
The Falcons created separation
quarterback. He passes the test with towards the ends of the match, howflying colors."
See RUGBY | Page 7
Cavano began the scoring for the
Falcons with a try in the corner for
and Nolan Cavano.

Falcons prepare for midweek matchups against
Dayton, Ohio State
By Mich.l. Wyiocki
Reporter

different for Tuesday's game.
"This will give some guys the
chance to get some time in who
The BG baseball team will play maybe haven't played much,"
Dayton and Ohio State in mid-week Schmitz said. "Also, this will give
matchups this week after a week- the regulars a rest, their innings
played are starting to get up there."
end sweep of archrival Toledo.
On Wednesday, BG surrendered
Schmitz will send freshman
their bats and took a hard 13-2 loss Ethan McKenney to the mound
when Dayton put up 12 runs in the for Tuesday's outing against the
seventh and eighth innings.
Flyers. He said he is looking to
Head coach Danny Schmitz said play well and come out on top this
the team needs to be competitive time around.
against Dayton.
The Falcons will have a quick
"To be honest, we're banged up," turnaround to face Ohio State
Schmitz said. "The infield needs to on Wednesday, who Schmitz
get healthy."
said has an outstanding proFreshman Logan Walker sus- gram over the years.
tained a hand injury in game two
"We're going to try to go after
against Toledo when he slid into them with our best guys," he said.
second. Schmitz said Walker had
After coming off a solid pitchto get three stitches on his glove ing outing last Wednesday against
hand. Walker was in uniform but the Flyers, senior Matt Malewitz
did not play in game three on earned the start for the Falcons
Sunday because he was sore.
this Wednesday.
"We are looking to get him back
BG has come up with the
in on Wednesday, but that will be a win this past weekend in more
game-time decision," Schmitz said. ways than one.
"But we definitely want him ready
TheteamattendedtheUniversity's
for this weekend."
Athletic Honors Night after a close
Aside from looking for
See BASEBALL | Page 8
Walker's return, Schmitz said
the lineup might look a little
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Weston cited tor theft

TEEING OFF: Amy Ruthenburg attempts a tee shot Saturday at the Falcon Invitational

Falcons finished tied for sixth in shortened tournament
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

With inclement weather playing
a large factor, the BG women's
golf team finished in sixth place
in the Falcon Invitational, its

only home tournament of the
year, last weekend.
Heavy winds caused a cancellation Sunday afternoon, meaning
only Saturday's first round scores
counted toward tournament totals.
"The balls were laying on the

FACEBOOK

green, resting and then blowing
off so at that point the gusts were
high enough where conditions
became unplayable," said BG coach
See GOLF | Page 8

Weston. a senior from Worthington.
Ohio led the Fakons in several offensive
categories in 2010.
He led the team in goals (4). assists (5),

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

TWITTER

Max

BG soccer forward Max Weston was
cited over the weekend for theft and
obstructing official business after allegedly attempting to steal a bag of White
Cheddar Cheez-lts from the Grcle-K
near the corner of Clough and South
Prospect Streets.

Weston
Was cited for theft at
Circle-K during the
weekend

points (9) and shooting percent (154).
He tied for the team lead in shots on goal
(II) and game-winning goals (2)

VOLLEYBALL

. Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Apthorpe, HI earn award

Falcons win six of eight spring sets

•

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

BG basebal pitcher Cody Aptnorpe and

The BG volleyball team completed its spring

; department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

women's tennis player Mary HI rwe been

season by spitting meets with Toledo and the

- your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

named Papa John's BGSU Athletes of the Week

BG Alumni team, and swept matches against

■ Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrtttr.com/bgrMwssports

for their performances last weekend

IPFWarKfNorthwood.
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The Daily Crossword Fix
1
2
3
4

Thing that endures
Port of SW Italy
That's just wrong"
"That way madness lies"
speaker
5 Tolk*en's Skmbark and
Leaflock. e.g.
6 China's Northern
Dynasty, 386-534 AD
7 First of the Maj. Prophets
8 Three-part fig.
9 Creator of a popular
39
six co or puz/le
4Q
10 First name in aviation
11 Paid (for)
12 Maura of "EFT
13 Lost _
14 Pans possessive
20 Adler's sub).
22 Theda of sdents
23 Bungle
24 Run-down theater
25 Before, in verse
26 Where Mandela was
pres.
28 Dosage abbr.
29 Babbling Addams
character
34 Coleridge work
35 _-do-well
36 Network that merged
with The WB
37 David Beckham's org
38 Half a fty
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TAKE YOUR BASE: Outfielder Rachel Proehl stands on first base in a game earlier this season

Get to know the Falcons:
outfielder Rachel Proehl
BACKGROUND

Compiled by Ryan Sinner

from now: At a Yankees game
with my husband Ryan Reynolds.

Reporter
Hometown: Kingston, Ohio

If I were a food, what would

Junior outfielder Rachel
Proehl doesn't hesitate to High School: Zane Trace
help her team score runs and
opponents know to keep a Major: Pre-physical therapy
sharp eye on her.
She leads her team in QUICK FACTS
attempted steals with five,
only getting caught twice.
I chost BGSU because: I
"Rachel is a spark plug for us," really liked the girls on the team
said coach Shannon Salsburg. and Coach Salsburg.
"Her hard work and tenacious
attitude have made her one of Pre game ritual: I say a prethe toughest outs in the Mid- game prayer.
American Conference."
Top accomplishment: Dean's
Prior to Sunday's doubleheader against Toledo, Proehl
had played in all 27 games The best thing about BGSU
this season and has a .250 Is: The people here are so nice!
batting average with 20 hits
on 80 times at bat, bringing Advice I would give to
incoming freshmen: Stick the
in 8 runs.
first year out. it gets easier.
In late February, she was
named to the Phyllis Rafter Person most admired t why:
Memorial All-Tournament My grandma because she's
Team after batting 8-for-15, a taught me to be strong.
.533 batting average for the
weekend. She scored four Person I'd like to meet: Derek
Jeter
runs and drove in one.
Where I plan to be 5 years

I be ft why: Any fried food
because everything is better

fried.

FAVORITES
Place on campus A why: The
Union because I m not in class!
Faculty/staff member A
why: Dr. Meserve because I've
never seen a faculty member so

the older guys don't like losing
to a bunch of college kids. On
the other hand, a lot of senior
From Page 6
men's teams see this as an
ever, as Krause iced the match opportunity to recruit form a
with his second try of the day, high-powered college program
followed by a Narewski con- and go out of their way to keep
things on the up and up. 1 hope
version kick.
"You never know what you're this one is the latter."
Next for the Falcons is a
going to get with a game
with a senior men's team," matchup with senior men's D
said Director of Rugby Roger II Eastern Conference chamMazzarella.
"Sometimes pion Easter Suburbs at 1 p.m.
things get a little testy because Saturday at the College Park

Clothing you wear A why:
Shirt before the shirt because it's
most comfortable.
Foods: Ziggy's fried mushrooms
and Taco Bell
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TV shows: Jersey Shore'"
Magazine: "Cosmopolitan"

Rugby Field.
Eastern Suburbs is based
out of Cleveland and is even
more populated with former
BG rugby players, including
eight man Justin Rutledge
and hooker mike Viviani.
"It's going to be like
old home week around
here on Saturday," Roger
Mazzarella said.
The match will be the final
tune-up fortheFalconsbefore
Nationals begin April 30.

Sjfa'i ta"'! open the page "http /'bgsu edu/ became you' compute isn't
connected to the Internet.
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Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors lor all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar com
Sitter needed in Luckey M-F, 8-5
lor 16-mtri-old boy. Call Pam
at 419-575-5570 lor details

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Water'
Large Patio! Pet Friendly1
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts com
1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus,
ideal for grad students, avail.May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414
1 bed/bath, avail May/Aug,
S360/mo tgas/elec, 2 blocks from
dwtwn BG, call 419-601-0722.
1 BR apt. close to campus,
$395/mo ♦ electric, pel friendly
Call 419-708-9981

t room effic, shared bath,
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11
3BR house, avail. Aug 15.2011,
Call 419-601-3225
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For Rent

For Rent

1 BR upper apt. A/C. avail Aug
S. Summit, 12 month lease.
$350/mo+ util, call 419-866-9281.

4 BR house, 1st block of Manville,
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239.

1. 2 S 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom,
$750/mo. avail August 2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

1. 2 &3BR Apartment*
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApar1mentt.com

6 BR house. 916 Third St.
Avail Aug 1, W/D. close to
campus. $1500/mo. Free parking.
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent.com

1. 2. 3 & 4 BR houses,
near downtown. $400-$900/mo.
Call 419-356-5437.
11-12 houses remain, apts/effic
all next to campus. 419-353-0325
CartyRentals.com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.
130 Washington -1 BR & 2BR's .
S425-S650/mo ♦ all utils.
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036
www.bQhighlandmg.mt com
130-134 Liberty St- 1 & 2BR.
$425-$600/mo tgas/elec. D/W
Newly updated, great location.
available in June & Aug.
WWW bghighlandmgml com

Call 419-354-6036.
• Lrg 3 * 4 BR apts, $650 & up
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010
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Brick home. 2BR. nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882
Effic. 1 4 2 BR apts. May or Aug.
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr com
House w/ 3 seperate 1 BR units,
all avail in June. $450/mo + elec.
All w sep. entrnc. 419-654-5716.
HUGE, nice 6BR, zoned for 6,
2 baths, avail May. MUST SEE!
$1675/mo, call 419-353-0326
NEW REDUCED RENT)
Houses 1 block from BGSU,
239 Manville - $690/mo
227 S College - $690/mo
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman,
www.froboserentals com
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!, Houses! Condos'
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S Main St, BG

1 BR - 332 E Court St,
All utilities included in rent,
$435-5450 per month.
Call 419-352-8917

419-352-5620

2 BR & 3BR houses.
S600mo + utilities.
Avail. Aug. Call 419-352-4850
2 BR apt. half block from BGSU.
S550/mo. elec 4 gas Incl, unfurn.
Avail 5/15/11, call 419-601-3108
3 BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th S 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456.
www.rutterdudley.com

Nice 1 BR. near campus,
Avail August 2011, $425/mo,
Call 419-352-5882.
Room for rent, S. College.
$350/mo. utils incl. newly
remodeled!Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070

3BR upper duplez, 837 3rd St,
15 baths, W/D, central A/C
Now $750 lor May lease.
call 419-352-8917

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starling at $425, incls all
util. cable, WiFi.cats allowed Call
354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

4 BR house, 1 bath, W/D,
S. Summit St. $795/mo + utils.
Avail Aug 7th. call 419-866-9281.

Sublease! needed. 220 Court St
May to July 31 si. $260/mo util incl
Lrg studio, 419-438-3953

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

»

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Quality Service
Quality Housing
•■

)

Don't #**
offline!

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1S78.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

WE ALSO OFFER:
> Free Gas (Heat. Water, Cooking)

> 24 Hr Maintenance

> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 laundromats

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> I & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free WD Library
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52 Droid in every "Star Wars" film
53 Sweet cake that's an Easter
tradition in Eastern Europe
55 Spots
57 University of Cincinnati team
60 Gangster's gun, m old-timey
slang
61 Permits
62 Most people
63 Children's author and roadside
helper?
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—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC?)—
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You are not connected to the Internet.
@

Need cleaning people lor
1 -2 weeks, starts 5/8/11
Call 419-353-0325

Movies: "Legally Blonde*
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'BARTENDING! up lo $30O/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 X174

For Rent

Witherspoon

op#n nag*

+ t*hnp7/bgw**i/

419-372-6977

The BG News will not knowingly rtcrcpi
advert isrmifus that discriminate, or
encouragr discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
sex. color, i ;ml religion, nalional nngin. sexualoiii'iiiaiion dis.ibilitv. si.it us
as a veteran, or on the basis ol any olhei
legally protected suitu*.

Actor/Actress: Reese

You don't have to live like this.
« j »

The BG News
Classified Ads

dedicated to sports, especially
softball.
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Help Wanted

Hobbies: Shopping and eating

RUGBY

1 Fantasy author and forensic
pathologist?
9 Jah worshipers
15 Reason (or a pass
16 Strike caller
17 German shepherd
18 Some special forces headgear
19 U merged with Kmart in 2005
20 Hairy
21 High sch. VIPs
22 Behaviorist and teen contidant?
27 At first blush
30 Teen follower?
31 Infer
32 Indeed
33 Huckster and school supporter?
38 Toon dynamo, familiarly
41 Inspiration (or the Frisbee
45 Lieu
48 Time, for one
49 British novelist and medic?
51 CD-

Withdrawal aid, briefly
Fraternity founded at
New York University
in 1847
Hoops embarrassment
Caught one's bceath
As one
Lesotho's home
Spoil rotten
Bnt. military award
Lover's gift
Boater's edge
When Tony sings
"MariaTime often named
Under-the-smk brand
Arthur of "All in the
Family"
Spain's Queen
Victoria Eugenia,
familiarly
_ snail's pace

& SUMMIT TERRACE
* P A R I H E N T S
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm
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319 E. Wooster Street Located across (rom Taco B•• ■ I
Hours Monday to Friday 830 to 5:30 Saturday 8 30 to 5
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SPORTS

8 Tuesday ApnlW

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BASEBALL
From Page 6
victory over Toledo in game
two. Twenty of the 29 players
were in attendance because
they achieved a 3.0 GPA or
better for the fall semester. Six
of the 20 players earned a 4.0
GPA. eight players hit the 3.5
GPA mark and another six
had a 3.0.
The team was also awarded
highest men's team GPA with
a cumulative average of 3.06.
Individual players were
also recognized. Junior
Patrick Martin was named
the Falcon Club lumen
Scholar Athlete, while junior
captainJonBertireceivedthe
first ever Top Male Athlete of
the Year award.
The Falcons will head into
today's game with an overall
record of 13-9 and a record
of 7-5 in the Mid-American
Conference. The first pitch is
scheduled for 4:00 p.m.
NATEELEKONICH
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PITCH: Charles Woolen throws a pilch Sunday against Toledo.
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APPROACH: Amy Ruthenbeig chips her ball onto the green Saturday at the Falcon Invitational.

GOLF
From Page 6
Stephanie Young.
The Falcons shot a 335 on
Saturday, 19 shots off the pace
of tournament winner Western
Michigan. The Falcons finished
fourth among the five MidAmerican Conference teams
competing, trailing Akron (second overall. 317) and Northern
Illinois (fourth overall, 333),
while finishing ahead of Ohio
(seventh overall 339).
Bailey Arnold and Amy
RuthenbergpacedtheFalcons
with matching 83s Saturday.
They finished the round tied
for 16th individually.
"They've both emerged the
last few weeks to be some
really dominant scorers on
the course for us," Young
said. "It's been some real
consistent play from them
and we're glad that we are
able to count on them."

"That, and for the seniors and the way
that the team had persevered all day,
(canceling the second round) was
a really tough call to make."
Stephanie Young | BG Women's Golf Coach
Britney Hamilton of Young announced that the
Western Michigan posted the nameoftheannualtoumamcnt
best score individually, shoot- will now be called the Dolores
ing 2-over with a 74.
A Black Falcon Invitational,
Marisa Glew, Lauren Glew honoring BG's former women's
and Kelsey Benson rounded golf coach who was with the
out the Falcons' team line-up, program from 1969-76.
while Paula DiFrancesco and
Since the second round was
Jen Blanchard competed as the first official round played
individuals. Marisa finished with the new name, Young
tied for 22nd overall, while expressed disappointment in
Benson and Blanchard fin- the cancellation of the tourished tied for 28th overall.
nament's second round.
Six of the seven Falcons
"That, and for the seniors
competing shot better scores and the way that the team
on the back nine, while had persevered all day, (canMarisa Glew shot 42 on both celing the second round)
the front nine and back nine. was a really tough call to
At a banquet Saturday night. make," she said.
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